Uuarton wont let me go to their school by law
I see this shit every day…via e-mail… so lettuce regulate it via words…a bloomin onion.
U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Litigation Release No. 22580 / December 21, 2012
Securities and Exchange Commission v. GLR Capital Management, LLC, GLR
Advisors, LLC, John A. Geringer, and Relief Defendant GLR Growth Fund, L.P.,
Civil Action No. 12-02663

“In reality, the fund was heavily invested in two private, illiquid startup companies, and
Geringer's trading for years had generated substantial losses. Luck and Rode sat on the
boards of directors at both startup companies.”
In reality there is this thing we call technology. Oracle, Excel, Dragon and PWC can solve this
issue with a new monetary regulatory entity. In this entity the utile of words would be in
regulation. If a listed SEC Edger Entity is in business for the purpose and conduct of the execution
of entity provisions through the Intercontinental Exchange then the very Word of the entity put into
practice should be within the regulatory compliance provision. In a nut shell… if they speak, write, or
input a single Gregorian Aperture the agency would be in immediate review of the said construct. The
decimalization effect of the USD in 2007 was for the purpose to extend the utile of the Dollar for the
expansion of the global markets. If the entity constructs cannot verify all inputs on a real time basis then
the purpose of the decimalization would be negated. The legality of monitoring the Entities would in as
much stop reverence such as has been recently been within aperture of the E+Y debacle of laundering as
well. Global entity regulations would have to be afferent to the body of the entity in sinology through the
affirmed entity of the University at Oxford, Great Britain as well. An affirmed global treaty would have to
be put into construct and the entity would have to be a subsidiary of the IMF. Stabilization of entity and
construct is in the regulatory compliance of the IMF already and the exponential bilateral treaty would be
in Juris of Den Hague. The rescinded control of the judicial bodies of the United States to the IMF only
for the valuation and utile of Word would be the only end consumer result. The Judicial construct of
implementing this forum of regulation would adhere to the existing treaties and the existing global
monetary system. The ability to decimalize Word into immediate judicial proceedings would have a
streamlined effect on the efficiency of the world’s monetary system.
The end result…I wouldn’t have to sit here and read dumb ass emails like this every day…because they
would already be in jail before the SEC could put the results into print. And that falls within Publisher
Laws also…
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